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Introduction

Asymmetric transfer hydrogenation of ketones, as an effi-
cient synthetic route to optically active alcohols, has attract-
ed increasing attention in the last decade due to its great po-
tential for applications in the fine chemical, pharmaceutical,

agrochemical industries and in new materials.[1] Among the
catalysts and ligands explored so far, the Noyori–Ikariya cat-
alyst, that is, Ru-TsDPEN (TsDPEN=N-(p-toluenesulfon-
yl)-1,2-diphenylethylenediamine) [Eq. (1)],[2] has been
mostly studied due to its high efficiency for ATH and struc-
tural versatility permitting further catalyst optimization
[Eq. (1)].[3]

Continued ligand design based on the monosulfonylated
diamine skeleton has improved catalytic productivity/enan-

Abstract: The mechanism of aqueous-
phase asymmetric transfer hydrogena-
tion (ATH) of acetophenone (acp)
with HCOONa catalyzed by Ru-
TsDPEN has been investigated by stoi-
chiometric reactions, NMR probing, ki-
netic and isotope effect measurements,
DFT modeling, and X-ray structure
analysis. The chloride [RuCl-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(TsDPEN) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)] (1), hydride
[RuH ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(TsDPEN) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)] (3), and
the 16-electorn species [Ru ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(TsDPEN-
H) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)] (4) were shown to be
involved in the aqueous ATH, with 1
being the precatalyst, and 3 as the
active catalyst detectable by NMR in
both stoichiometric and catalytic reac-

tions. The formato complex [Ru-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(OCOH) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(TsDPEN) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)] (2)
was not observed; its existence, howev-
er, was demonstrated by its reversible
decarboxylation to form 3. Both 1 and
3 were protonated under acidic condi-
tions, leading to ring opening of the
TsDPEN ligand. 4 reacted with water,
affording a hydroxyl species. In a ho-
mogeneous DMF/H2O solvent, the
ATH was found to be first order in the
concentration of catalyst and acp, and
inhibited by CO2. In conjunction with

the NMR results, this suggests that hy-
drogen transfer to ketone is the rate-
determining step. The addition of
water stabilized the ruthenium catalyst
and accelerated the ATH reaction; it
does so by participating in the catalytic
cycle. DFT calculations revealed that
water hydrogen bonds to the ketone
oxygen at the transition state of hydro-
gen transfer, lowering the energy barri-
er by about 4 kcalmol�1. The calcula-
tions also suggested that the hydrogen
transfer is more step-wise in nature
rather than concerted. This is support-
ed to some degree by the kinetic iso-
tope effects, which were obscured by
extensive H/D scrambling.
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tioselectivity and expanded the scope of substrates.[1,4] The
reaction medium and hydrogen source employed are also
crucial for the overall catalytic productivity. For example,
higher yields and enantioselectivities were achieved by using
formic acid/triethylamine azeotrope as both solvent and hy-
drogen source instead of isopropanol, where simultaneous
loss of CO2 and formation of ruthenium hydride through de-
carboxylation of formic acid drive the ATH reaction to com-
pletion.[3b] Recently we found that the ATH of aromatic ke-
tones is significantly accelerated when the reaction is carried
out in neat water with HCOONa as hydride donor.[5] Since
then, a number of ATH reactions with various catalysts
using formate in water have been reported.[6–8] These studies
suggest that aqueous HCOONa is an ideal reductant for
ATH reactions; the chemistry is made more appealing by
the green character of water as a solvent and the safety and
easiness of operation. Indeed, commercial applications of
aqueous-phase ATH are already underway.[5e,9]

Our initial studies of ATH with Ru-TsDPEN revealed
that not only does water accelerate the ATH rates, it enhan-
ces the life of the catalyst as well (also see the Discussion
Section).[5a–c] Furthermore, the reduction rate and enantiose-
lectivity were found to vary significantly with solution pH.[5c]

The rate/pH dependence has been revealed for achiral
transfer hydrogenation of carbonyl compounds with [Ru-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(bipy) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(h6-C6Me6) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(H2O)]2+ (bipy=2,2-bipyridine) and
[IrCp* ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(bipy) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(H2O)]2+ (Cp*=h5-C5Me5),

[10] and for a
number of other chiral and achiral transfer hydrogenation
catalysts.[1n,11] In closely related non-aqueous ATH reactions
using formic acid as reductant from both industrial and aca-
demic laboratories, the ratio of HCOOH/NEt3 has been
shown to affect the ATH rate.[12] These observations
prompted us to investigate the mechanism of aqueous-phase
ATH reactions and the role of water in the catalytic cycle,
in the hope that such insight would allow further improve-
ment of this powerful, green transformation.

A great deal of progress has been made in mechanistic
understanding of the transfer hydrogenation mechanism in
organic solvents, which has been systematically reviewed.[1a,h–m]

The Noyori–Ikariya Ru–TsDPEN catalytic system has re-
ceived the most attention among a large number of catalysts
employed for ATH of ketones and imines. For the reduction
of ketones with Ru–TsDPEN in isopropanol, Noyori and
co-workers proposed a concerted pathway for the hydrogen
transfer process, that is, the hydridic hydrogen on Ru�H
and the protonic hydrogen on the NH2 moiety are trans-
ferred simultaneously to the carbon and oxygen atom of the
carbonyl group, respectively (Scheme 1).[1a,3a,13] The inter-
mediates depicted in Scheme 1 have been identified and
characterized crystallographically.[3e] This concerted mecha-
nism is also supported by kinetic isotope effect studies from
CaseyLs group, which demonstrated a reversible, concurrent
hydride and proton transfer from isopropanol to the 16-elec-
tron species in Scheme 1.[14] The same mechanism has also
proven to work for the Shvo catalyst, which concurrently
transfers its hydride on the ruthenium and proton on the
OH moiety to the carbonyl group of ketone (Scheme 2).[15]

Although the concerted mechanism is widely accepted for
ketone reduction in the above catalytic systems, a stepwise
mechanism[16] has been proposed for a molybdocene hy-
dride-catalyzed ketone reduction in water and isopropa-
nol.[16a,b] In this mechanism, the ketone substrate is first
bound to the molybdocene and then reduced to form a
CpMo–alkoxide species, which is subsequently hydrolyzed
to an alcohol. Another example of stepwise transfer hydroge-
nation of carbonyl compounds is seen in a ruthenium–acet-
amido complex; this is evidenced by an inverse deuterium iso-
tope effect and competitive inhibition by added phosphines.[16c]

Besides the metal centers and auxiliary ligands, substrates
can influence the reaction pathway. Thus, when using imines
as a substrate, hydrogen transfer can follow either an outer-
sphere pathway, similar to that proposed for carbonyl reduc-
tion (Schemes 1 and 2), or an inner-sphere mechanism in
which imine coordination to the metal takes place prior to
hydrogen transfer.[4d,17] Furthermore, in the Ru–TsDPEN-
catalyzed ATH of imines reported by BMckvall, yet another
mechanism may come into play.[18] The ATH requires an
acid to proceed;[18a] hence the reduction may proceed via
the stepwise, ionic mechanism put forward by Norton[18b]

and Bullock[18c] for hydrogenation reactions, which involves
hydride transfer to a protonated imine as shown in
Scheme 3. It is noted that the Ru–TsDPEN and Shov cata-
lysts are active for both transfer hydrogenation and hydro-
genation.[18d]

Despite the advances made on the mechanistic under-
standing of non-aqueous phase ATH reactions and the sig-

Scheme 1. Concerted hydrogen transfer mechanism for ATH of ketones
catalyzed by Ru–TsDPEN catalyst.

Scheme 2. Concerted hydrogen transfer mechanism for ATH of ketones
catalyzed by the Shvo catalyst.
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nificant academic and commercial interest in the aqueous-
phase ATH,[1n,9] a systematic study of the mechanism of
ATH in water is not yet available. Given the various mecha-
nistic pictures depicted above for the non-aqueous phase
ATH and the polar, strong hydrogen-bonding nature of
water, the following questions arise: Which mechanistic
pathway is more likely in water? Is the same concerted
mechanism still operative? Is water involved in the catalytic
cycle? How does water accelerate and stabilize the catalyst,
and why is the reaction pH-dependent? These questions are
not straightforward to address, however. Firstly, characteri-
zation of the catalyst precursors and intermediates in water
is relatively difficult due to the poor solubility of such com-
plexes in aqueous solution. Secondly, most organic reactions
in water are expected to experience diffusion control, result-
ing from the poor solubility of the substrates and catalysts
or phase separation. These in turn hamper an accurate de-
termination of the reaction kinetics.

In this work, a multilateral approach has been adopted to
probe the mechanism of a benchmark aqueous-phase ATH
[Eq. (2)] in order to shed light on the questions raised

above. Specifically, we have performed detailed kinetic stud-
ies, including kinetic isotope effect measurements, of the re-
duction of acetophenone (acp) in a homogeneous dimethyl-
formamide (DMF)/H2O mixture. The aqueous DMF is
chosen to minimize the effects of diffusion control, allowing
the apparent aqueous-phase ATH kinetics to be determined
for the first time; DMF is an innocent co-solvent in the
ATH. The molecular structures and transformations of the
ruthenium precatalyst, intermediates and hydrides under
various conditions have been investigated by both NMR
spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography. In addition, we
have carried out DFT calculations in order to model the
transition state of the hydrogen transfer step and map out
the role of water. A very recent computational study of
transfer hydrogenation in methanol has shown that metha-
nol as solvent could lower the activation barrier of hydrogen
transfer and even alter the mechanism.[19] Recently, there
have also been several studies dealing with the effect of
water on catalytic reactions;[6a, 20] however, none is con-
cerned with ATH reactions in water.

Results

Effects of reaction medium : Although excellent activities
are achieved in the ATH of simple aromatic ketones in neat
water, the poor solubility of substrates such as acp in water
results in a biphasic reaction system, in which the Ru–
TsDPEN catalyst resides mostly in the upper organic phase
and the hydrogen donor (sodium formate in this study, see
Table S1, Supporting Information; hereafter, all the tables,
figures and schemes that appear in the Supporting Informa-
tion are denoted with S) remains in the aqueous phase. This
has severe implications for any kinetic study, since diffusion
of reactants over the organic–water interface may dominate
the kinetics, and this is indeed seen from the effect of agita-
tion speed on the reduction rates (Figure S1). In order to ex-
amine possible co-solvent effects and establish a homogene-
ous ATH, a number of common organic solvents were
therefore introduced and screened for the model reaction in
Equation (2); the results are shown in Figure S2. As may be
expected, the trend of initial reaction rate and average activ-
ity are approximately in line with the polarity of co-solvent,
that is, DMF > CH2Cl2 > toluene > Et2O > hexane, none
of which, except DMF, is miscible in water. On the other
hand, no effect on the ee was observed, which suggests that
these co-solvents do not impact on the enantioselective step.
The highest activities were achieved with mixtures of water
and solvents such as DMF, methanol and ethanol. Alcohols
were not further studied, however, due to their well-known
ability to act as hydrogen donors. In all these studies, the
Ru–TsDPEN catalyst was in situ generated from [RuCl2ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-
cymene)]2 and 2.4 equiv TsDPEN.

The miscibility of DMF and H2O at arbitrary ratios al-
lowed us to investigate systematically the impact of water
content on the reaction in Equation (2) in mixtures of
DMF/H2O, while retaining a homogeneous liquid phase. As
shown in Figure 1, approximate first-order kinetics over
[acp] was observed with up to 80% (volume) water in the
mixed solvents at 40 8C. The solubility of the hydrogen
source, sodium formate, increases with water content. Thus,
the modest acceleration of the reaction rate from k=

0.001 min�1 in pure DMF to k=0.006–0.007 min�1 on addi-
tion of 1 to 10% water is partly ascribed to the higher solu-
bility of HCOONa in the aqueous mixture. However, the
significant rate acceleration observed in solvent mixtures
containing 20 to 80% water (k=0.05–0.18 min�1) cannot
simply be attributed to improved solubility of HCOONa,
which fully dissolved when the water content was more than
10%. Rather, it suggests that bulk water has an accelerating
effect on ATH, an effect that is challenging to explain but
could result from the formation of a local hydrogen-bonding
network, which enhances the hydrogen-bond donating capa-
bility of water and so the reaction rates.[20f] The reaction
medium appeared slightly turbid when more than 80%
water was added, although the rate acceleration was re-
tained. Under this “heterogeneous” conditions, the local
concentration of acp around the catalyst and the hydrogen-
bonding capability of water may be enhanced,[20f] thus af-

Scheme 3. Transfer hydrogenation of imines via an ionic mechanism.
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fording higher rates. On the basis of this study, a homogene-
ous DMF/H2O (1:1, v/v) mixture was used as reaction
medium for subsequent kinetic investigations.

Formation of Ru–TsDPEN catalyst in the presence of
water : In our initial study, we assumed that the aqueous
ATH proceeds via the catalytic cycle in Scheme 4 by analo-
gy with Scheme 1. Noyori, Ikariya, and co-workers have syn-
thesized, isolated and characterized catalyst precursor 1, and
active catalysts 3 and 4 (Scheme 4) in non-aqueous media.[3e]

In isopropanol, a base is necessary to generate 1 from
[RuCl2ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)]2 and TsDPEN.

The formation of 1 in the presence of water was moni-
tored by 1H NMR spectroscopy. [RuCl2ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)]2 and a
stoichiometric amount of TsDPEN were stirred for 15 mi-
nutes at ambient temperature in a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of
CD2Cl2 and D2O, which was chosen to mimic the biphasic
nature of the ATH reaction. 1H NMR spectroscopy of the
CD2Cl2 layer revealed the formation of 1; a trace [RuCl2ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-
cymene)]2 was observed as the only species in the D2O
layer.

The same result was obtained for the reaction of [RuCl2-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)]2 and 2.4 equiv TsDPEN in neat water at 40 8C
followed by extraction with CH2Cl2. Both the NMR spec-
trum and molecular structure determined by X-ray crystal-
lography are identical to those of compound 1 synthesized
via NoyoriLs non-aqueous route.[3e] Apparently, water acts as
the base in the aqueous preparation, facilitating the abstrac-
tion of HCl and the formation of 1. Thus, the reaction solu-
tion became acidic upon formation of 1 (pH �2.8). Howev-
er, our attempts to isolate a putative aquated Ru–TsDPEN
complex, resulting from the substitution of Cl� from 1 by
H2O, have been unsuccessful, although ruthenium–aqua
complexes containing diamine ligands other than TsDPEN
have recently been reported by several research
groups.[7h,t, 10a,21–24] In some instances, the aquation and ana-
tion equilibrium constants have been determined, and gen-
erally the formation of anation products is favored.[22,24]

On addition of 10 equiv HCOONa to 1 in the D2O/
CD2Cl2 mixture with stirring, the pale yellow water layer
turned colorless immediately. 1H NMR spectroscopy of the
red orange CD2Cl2 layer confirmed the formation of the
ruthenium hydride 3 (d �5.80 ppm).[3e,25] In the aqueous
phase, formate was observed as the dominant species (d
8.40 ppm). Similarly, addition of excess HCOONa to 1 in
neat water afforded 3 as a brick red solid. A transient
orange coloration was observed during these reactions, indi-
cating the presence of an intermediate formato complex 2,
which was rapidly transformed into the ruthenium hydride
3. The instability of the formato complex is echoed by Ikar-
iyaLs findings in THF; but he was able to isolate the corre-
sponding acetate species.[26] When the same reaction was
conducted in a closed reaction vessel, carbon dioxide and
hydrogen were detected in the head space of the vessel by
mass spectroscopy,[5c] suggesting that dehydrogenation of 3
to give 4 and the subsequent reactions to regenerate 3 take
place in the absence of a ketonic substrate.

These results indicate that as with non-aqueous ATH,
complexes 1–3 are formed in the corresponding aqueous re-
action, with 1 being the precatalyst. Figure 2 shows the reac-
tion profiles of 1 (in situ and preformed), 3, and 4, in the
ATH of acp in DMF/H2O. The insignificant difference in
the reaction rates suggests that 3 and 4 are active catalysts
in ATH in water and the formation of 1 and 3 is a fast pro-
cess compared to transfer hydrogenation under the aqueous
conditions. Taken together, the results show that essentially
the same catalyst precursor and active catalytic species, as
those reported previously for organic solvents, are involved
in ATH in water.

Scheme 4. Proposed mechanism for the ATH of acp with Ru–TsDPEN in
water.

Figure 1. Plot of �ln ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[acp] vs reaction time for the ATH of acp in DMF/
H2O mixtures. The reactions were performed at 40 8C, with [Ru]=

4.7 mm, [substrate]/ ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[catalyst] (S/C)=100, [HCOONa]/ ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[acp]=5 in 2 mL
solvents.
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Effect of water on the stoichiometric ATH of acp in
CD2Cl2 : With the availability of hydride 3, the effect of
water on hydride transfer to ketones could be directly exam-
ined. Figure 3 shows the progress of stoichiometric reduction

of acp by 3 in dry and wet CD2Cl2 monitored by 1H NMR
spectroscopy, using ferrocene (d 4.2 ppm) as internal stan-
dard. The concentration of the reactants and products were
obtained by integrating the 1H resonances at d 2.6 (methyl
group of acp), d �5.8 (ruthenium hydride 3), and d 1.5
(methyl group of the phenylethanol product) against the in-
ternal standard. The kinetic profiles display an overall
second-order kinetics on [RuH] (i.e. , [3]) in this stoichio-
metric reaction, and hence are consistent with the rate=k-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[acp] ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[RuH] = kACHTUNGTRENNUNG[RuH]2, due to [RuH]= [acp]. The second
order rate constant is k=0.004 Lmol�1 s�1 in dry CD2Cl2 but
0.024 Lmol�1 s�1 in wet (ca. 60 equiv H2O with respect to 3)
CD2Cl2. The six-fold acceleration of the reaction rate on ad-
dition of trace water under otherwise identical conditions
unambiguously demonstrates that water accelerates the
ATH, and the acceleration stems at least partly from water
being involved in the hydrogen-transfer step suggested in
Scheme 4. This has been further addressed by a computa-

tional study (see below); but we need first to investigate the
kinetics of catalytic ATH in order to determine if the ATH
is limited by hydrogen transfer.

Kinetics of ATH in DMF/H2O : Figure 4 shows the effect of
the initial concentration of catalyst, substrate, and formate
and the effect of CO2 on the ATH of acp in DMF/H2O (1:1,
v/v). For those experiments carried out at constant [acp]=

0.47m and varying [Ru] (2.4–9.5 mm), the rate constant
shows a good linear relationship against the catalyst concen-
tration (Figure 4a), from which a second-order reaction con-
stant of 0.11 Lmol�1 s�1 is obtained. At constant [Ru]=

4.7 mm, the ATH reaction appears to show a first-order ki-
netics on the concentration of ketone over the range of
[acp]=0.2–1.3m (Figure 4b), from which a second-order re-
action rate constant of 0.11 Lmol�1 s�1 is obtained. This
value is in agreement with the rate constant deduced from
the rate dependence on the catalyst concentration. Under
our standard reduction conditions, [acp] is ca 0.5m. Variation
of the concentration of sodium formate from 3 to 10 equiva-
lents with respect to [acp] has only insignificant effect on
the kinetic profile (Figure 4c). The same reactions were re-
peated, adding NaBF4 to adjust the molar ratios of salts
versus substrate to 10:1 for all reactions. Again, no clear
correlation between the reaction rates and [HCOONa]
could be established, eliminating a possible effect of ionic
strength on the rate. Thus, the overall reaction shows a first-
order kinetic dependence on both [Ru] and [acp].

However, decreasing reaction rates were observed at
higher acp concentrations (>1.3m) (Figure 4b). This could
arise from substrate inhibition; no phase separation was ob-
served under these reaction conditions (Figure 4b). The sub-
strate inhibition could result from possible destruction of
the hydrogen-bonding network of water[20f] and/or deproto-
nation of the ketone by the 16-electron 4 as found by Ikar-
iya.[27] A similar phenomenon was reported recently by
Noyori et al. for the asymmetric hydrogenation of acp cata-
lyzed with [Ru ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(OTf)ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(TsDPEN) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)] (OTf=

CF3SO3
�) under slightly acidic conditions.[28] Substrate inhib-

ition on related reactions has been discussed and summar-
ized by de Vries very recently.[27b]

CO2 is formed during the catalysis, which has an inhibi-
tion effect also shown in Figure 4d. Thus, switching the
headspace gas from N2 to CO2, 10 min after the reaction
started, significantly suppressed the ATH reaction. When
the gas switching was done in the reverse order, that is,
from CO2 to nitrogen, a long induction period was observed
before the reaction rate recovered. The results suggest that
CO2 inhibits the ATH reversibly, and this likely results from
the decarboxylation of 2 to generate 3 being reversible
(Scheme 4).[29] The fast decay in the reaction rate upon in-
troduction of CO2 probably results from the high reactivity
of Ru�H towards CO2, as similar ruthenium complexes are
known as catalysts for hydrogenation of CO2 (see below).
Under normal catalytic conditions, however, CO2 is reacted
with OH� to form bicarbonate and so will not impact signifi-
cantly on the reduction rate. The sluggish recovery of the

Figure 2. ATH of acp (1 mmol) with 1 (in situ, ~; pre-formed, &), 3 (*)
and 4 (~) in DMF/H2O 1:1 (2 mL) at a S/C ratio of 100, at 40 8C, using
HCOONa (5 equiv) as hydrogen source.

Figure 3. Stoichiometric reduction of acp with 3 : ~ in dry CD2Cl2; & in
wet CD2Cl2 (doped with 0.2% H2O). The reaction was followed by
1H NMR spectroscopy at 20 8C with initial [3]= [RuH]=0.018m.
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catalyst activity on purging with N2 may reflect the dehydra-
tion of H2CO3 being a slow process.[30]

A rate law consistent with the above results is given in
Scheme 5, assuming that the coordination of formate and
decarboxylation are reversible and equilibrated prior to hy-
drogen transfer.[31] When using HCOONa as reductant in
water, the initial solution is approximately pH neutral and
with the progress of ATH, the pH increases to about 9
under normal aqueous conditions.[1n,5c] Thus, the term [CO2]-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[OH�] is expected to be small as the CO2 would be trapped
as bicarbonate following the decarboxylation of 2 as afore-
mentioned. Therefore, the rate law may be further reduced
to a simple second-order kinetics over the concentration of
catalyst and substrate as observed. The kinetic studies are
thus consistent with the ATH in water being rate-limited by

the hydrogen-transfer step, presumably with a transition
state as suggested in Scheme 4. Under more basic condi-
tions, however, the ATH will be slower, as has already been
observed experimentally.[5c,i, 32]

Figure 5 presents an Eyring plot for the ATH of acp in
the DMF/H2O mixture over the temperature range of 20 to
80 8C, from which an activation enthalpy of 12.8 kcalmol�1

and activation entropy of �25.0 calK�1 mol�1 were obtained.
These values can be compared with those measured by
Casey for dehydrogenation of isopropanol to give acetone
by complex 4 (DH� =5.8 kcalmol�1, DS� =

�48.0 calK�1mol�1), which is the rate-determining step for
ATH when isopropanol is the hydrogen donor.[14] In a more
relevant study, Ikariya has measured the activation parame-
ters of DH� =18.2 kcalmol�1 and DS� =�9.0 calK�1mol�1

Figure 4. Kinetics of ATH of acp in DMF/H2O 1:1 at 40 8C with [Ru]=4.7 mm, S/C=100, [HCOONa]/ ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[acp]=5 unless otherwise indicated: a) Effect of
the concentration of catalyst on the rate constant measured from initial rates. b) Effect of the initial concentration of substrate on the initial rate. c)
Effect of [HCOONa] (equivalents relative to acp). d) Effect of CO2 (gas in the head space was switched 10 min after the reaction started).

Scheme 5. Suggested rate law for the aqueous ATH of acp, where [Ru]
refers to the total concentration of catalyst.

Figure 5. Eyring plot for the ATH of acp at various temperatures under
otherwise identical conditions to those described in Figure 4.
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for the decarboxylation of formic acid from 2 in [D8]THF.[26]

It is surprising that the activation enthalpy for the individual
decarboxylation reaction is larger than that of the whole
ATH reaction of acp (18.2 vs 12.8 kcalmol�1). This suggests
that the activation barrier of decarboxylation of the rutheni-
um formato intermediate is significantly reduced when the
reaction is carried out in water. The large negative activa-
tion entropy of �25.0 calK�1 mol�1 indicates that a well or-
dered transition state is likely to be involved; this appears
to be consistent with Scheme 4.

Kinetic isotope effects : The NMR and kinetic studies de-
scribed above agree with the rate of the aqueous ATH
being limited by the hydrogen transfer step, and the kinetics
further suggests that the hydrogen transfer may proceed via
the metal–ligand bifunctional mechanism proposed for non-
aqueous ATH (Schemes 1 and 4).[1k,n,13b,33] This mechanism
implies a concerted transfer of the hydride and proton onto
the ketone. To gain more evidence, we investigated the ki-
netic isotope effects (KIE) in the ATH of acp. Casey and
BMckvall have used KIE to study related hydrogenation and
transfer hydrogenation reactions in organic media.[14, 15] In
their studies, isopropanol was used as hydrogen source to
offer both H+ and H� for the transfer hydrogenation. Their
studies support a concerted transfer of hydride and proton
from Ru–TsDPEN to ketone. In our aqueous catalytic
system, the reaction is carried out under neutral to basic
conditions, thus HCOO� acts as hydride donor, and H2O
acts as the proton donor. Table 1 presents the rate constants,
calculated from the initial reaction rates, for the ATH of acp
using isotopically labeled DCOONa and/or D2O performed
in the 1:1 homogeneous DMF/H2O mixture or the isotopi-
cally labeled mixture.

An insignificant KIE was observed for DMF versus
[D7]DMF (kDMF/k[D7]DMF = 1.06), consistent with DMF
acting solely as co-solvent. The observed KIE, kRuHNH/
kRuHND = 1.68 when using D2O, and kRuHNH/kRuDNH = 2.24
when using DCOONa, is similar to those observed by Casey
for stoichiometric hydrogen transfer from [RuH ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(TsDPEN)-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)] to acetone, where kRuHNH/kRuHND = 1.69 and
kRuHNH/kRuDNH = 2.46, which were attributed to arising from
NoyoriLs concerted mechanism.[14,15b,c,34] Our results thus
appear to be consistent with the hydrogen transfer to acp as
the rate-determining step in the aqueous ATH. However,

for a single-step, concerted hydrogen transfer process, the
product of the individual isotope effects should be equal to
the isotope effects of the double-labeled reactants. In our
case, however, kRuHNH/kRuHNDRkRuHNH/kRuDNH = 3.76, which
deviates significantly from the measured kRuHNH/kRuDND =

3.05 when using DCOONa/D2O as hydrogen source. Whilst
this partly arises from the Ru–TsDPEN-catalyzed scram-
bling of the deuterium label between water and formate
(Figure S3 in the Supporting Information), complicating the
interpretation of KIE in this system, our DFT calculations
to be described below suggest that the hydrogen transfer in
water is actually not entirely concerted.

DFT calculations : The results presented thus far are consis-
tent with the Ru–TsDPEN-catalyzed ATH of acp in water
proceeding via the pathways shown in Scheme 4, with the
rate possibly being determined by the hydride transfer from
the metal center to ketone. They cannot answer, however,
why the ATH is faster in the presence of water. To shed
light on this issue, density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions were performed. Previous ab initio and DFT calcula-
tions on model gas-phase complexes have shown that Noyo-
riLs concerted transfer of the hydridic Ru�H and the protic
N�H to the ketone C=O linkage (TS-A, Scheme 6) is ener-
getically favorable over other mechanisms proposed in the
literature.[1j,k,m,n,13,35] However, those studies did not explicit-
ly incorporate the effect of solvent molecules. Very recently,
a DFT-based molecular dynamics study on a model [RuH-
(aminoalcohol)(h6-benzene)] complex has revealed that
methanol solvent molecules hydrogen bond to the substrate
formaldehyde, lowering the transition barrier of the reduc-
tion and rendering the hydrogen transfer “sequential” in-
stead of concerted.[19]

In order to probe the possible effect of water on the hy-
drogen transfer step, we considered two possible variations
to the classical six-membered transition state structure,
namely TS-B and TS-C (Scheme 6). In TS-B, a water mole-
cule mediates the hydrogen transfer process through the for-
mation of a hydrogen bond with the oxygen atom of the car-
bonyl functionality, whereas in TS-C the water molecule
forms a bridging hydrogen bond between the amine and car-
bonyl groups. In the DFT calculations, we considered a sim-
plified model hydrogen transfer, in which
[RuH(NH2CH2CH2NH)(h6-benzene)] (5) reacts with ace-
tone as the hydrogen acceptor. The structures corresponding

Table 1. Kinetic isotope effects of ATH of acp.[a]

Isotope used kH/kD
[b]

HCOONa/H2O/DMF 1
HCOONa/H2O/[D7]DMF 1.06�0.10 (kDMF/k[D7]DMF)
HCOONa/D2O/DMF 1.68�0.10 (kRuHNH/kRuHND)
DCOONa/H2O/DMF 2.24�0.10 (kRuHNH/kRuDNH)
DCOONa/D2O/DMF 3.05�0.50 (kRuHNH/kRuDND)
DCOONa/D2O/[D7]DMF 3.10�0.50 (kRuHNH/kRuDND)

[a] Conditions: 1 mmol acp, 5 equiv formate, in 2 mL solvent (DMF/H2O
1:1) at 40 8C, S/C=100. [b] Determined from the initial reaction rates, as-
suming DOONa leads to Ru–D and D2O to Ru–ND2.

Scheme 6. Proposed transition states with and without participation of
water molecule.
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to TS-A and TS-B were fully optimized and the saddle
point characters of the optimized structures were verified by
evaluation of the harmonically vibrational frequencies.
However, it was not possible to
locate a transition state struc-
ture corresponding to TS-C ;
hence TS-C was considered un-
likely.[36]

Schemes 7 and 8 illustrate the
structures present in the reac-
tion pathway associated with
the transition states TS-A (7)
and TS-B (10), respectively. The
relative energies of the inter-
mediates, transition states and
products are given in the Sup-
porting Information (Tables S2
and S3). Lower activation ener-
gies are predicted by the BLYP
versus the BB1K method in
line with the well known ten-
dency of pure DFT methods to
systematically underestimate re-
action barriers.[37] The computed
forward activation energy (DEa,
6 ! 7) for the hydrogen trans-
fer to acetone from 5 is
13.8 kcalmol�1 at the BB1K
level (BLYP, 10.5 kcalmol�1) for
the pathway involving TS-A
(Scheme 7).

Both DFT methods reveal a
significant lowering of the acti-
vation energy when a water
molecule mediates the hydro-
gen transfer process, with the
forward activation energy (DEa,
9 ! 10) computed at BB1K
level being 9.3 kcalmol�1

(BLYP, 7.0 kcalmol�1)
(Scheme 8). Moreover, the re-
action pathway associated with
the transition state TS-B (10) is
considerably more exothermic
than the reaction involving TS-
A (7). The results of the DFT-
BLYP calculations are summar-
ized in Scheme 9.

A comparison of the internu-
clear distances of the transition
states indicates that TS-B is
more similar to the reactants
than TS-A. Thus, difference in
the calculated Ru–H distance in
9 (1.630 T) and 10 (1.744 T) is
much smaller than that in 6
(1.627 T) and 7 (2.006 T). Simi-

larly, the out-of-plane angle (where the plane is defined by
the oxygen and the carbons of the two methyl groups in the
acetone) of the carbonyl carbon is 29.68 in 7 but only 21.28

Scheme 7. DFT modeling of transfer hydrogenation of acetone by a model hydride
[RuH(NH2CH2CH2NH)(h6-benzene)] (5) (distance in T).

Scheme 8. DFT modeling of transfer hydrogenation of acetone by a model hydride 5 in the presence of a H2O
molecule (distance in T).
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in 10. The same trend is also evident in the other calculated
internuclear distances. This is in line with the Hammond
principle, that is, the higher exothermicity in the presence of
water renders TS-B resembles the reactants more than TS-
A does.

Scheme 10 shows the isosurface of the Kohn–Sham wave
functions corresponding to the highest HOMO of TS-A and
TS-B and to the HOMO�2 of TS-B. In the HOMO of both
TS-A and TS-B, the s orbital of
the electronegative hydride has
bonding interaction with the
vacant p orbital of the carbonyl
carbon, while the Ru�H bond
itself possesses an anti-bonding
character. On the other hand,
in the N···H···O region, the hy-
drogen atom is placed exactly
at the node between the two
phases of the wave function
(this can be better seen in
Scheme S1, where the threshold
for the regions of constant elec-
tron density 1 has been de-
creased to 1=�0.0016 T�3),
which corresponds to a typical
HOMO shape for hydrogen-
bonded species. However, the

electron-charge density along the N···H···O linkage is con-
siderably higher in the case of TS-A than that computed for
TS-B, meaning that the hydrogen bonding interaction be-
tween the N-H and O atoms is smaller in TS-B than in TS-
A. Scheme 10 also shows the HOMO-2 of TS-B, demon-
strating the existence of a stronger hydrogen-bonding inter-
action between (C=O)···Hwater than (C=O)···H···N.

Scheme 9. Energy profiles for transfer hydrogenation of acetone calculated by the DFT BLYP method (energy difference in kcalmol�1).

Scheme 10. HOMO of TS-A and TS-B, and HOMO�2 of TS-B. Different colors are used to identify the phase
of the wave functions. Surfaces represent regions of constant electron density of 1=�0.03 T�3.
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Further insight into the transition state was obtained by
vibrational analysis of the transition state structures. For 7
(TS-A), the single imaginary frequency (134i cm�1) is largest
at the N···H···O linkage and second largest at Ru···H···C, in-
dicating that cleavage of these bonds occurs synchronously.
However, the single negative frequency of 10 (TS-B) (303i
cm�1) corresponds mostly to the transfer of the hydride be-
tween Ru and the carbonyl C atom, and less extensively to
the proton transfer between the N and O atoms, suggesting
again that the hydride and proton transfer is not entirely
concerted in TS-B. This alteration in the mode of hydrogen
transfer may have also contributed to the experimentally ob-
served KIE presented above, and is in line with the findings
on the formaldehyde reduction aforementioned.[19]

Effect of solution pH on catalytic species : Having estab-
lished the aqueous-phase reaction kinetics and mechanism
under neutral conditions, we turned attention to how the
species in Scheme 4 would be affected by water and solution
pH. Our previous studies showed that ATH of acp in water
by Ru–TsDPEN is retarded at high pH, whilst both the re-
action rate and ee decrease under acidic conditions, which
we attributed to protonation of the amide nitrogen of
TsDPEN and the resulting ring opening of the chelated li-
gand.[5c] The effect of pH on ATH has also been noted by
other groups.[7e,g,h,s, 8e] Furthermore, Noyori et al have recent-
ly reported that the triflate analogue of 1 is an efficient cata-
lyst for asymmetric hydrogenation under slightly acidic con-
ditions.[18d,27,38] Thus, the structure and configuration of the
Ru–TsDPEN catalyst may well be pH dependent. However,
no spectroscopic studies of how pH affects catalyst struc-
tures are available. We have therefore used NMR spectros-
copy to study changes in the species present and their coor-
dination chemistry.

Neutral conditions : The ATH in water is most efficient
around the neutral conditions;[5,12d] hence, we first attempted
to investigate the aqueous chemistry of the active species 3
and 4 under such conditions. The coordinatively saturated 3
is only sparingly soluble in water, suggesting that its solva-
tion by water may be insignificant. In contrast, the 16-elec-
tron species 4 is partially soluble in water, and therefore is
likely to interact with water molecules. To facilitate the
NMR measurements, however, wet CD2Cl2 was used as sol-
vent. On addition of trace water, two new resonances at d

= 10.0 and 1.7 ppm were seen in the 1H NMR spectrum of
freshly prepared CD2Cl2 solution of 4 recorded at 20 8C. A
third broad singlet was observed at d �1.0 in the 1H NMR
spectrum at �80 8C (Figure S4). The intensities of these
three resonances were significantly reduced on addition of
D2O (Figure S5), and they are thus tentatively assigned to a
ruthenium aqua 13 and hydroxide complex 14 (Scheme 11).
The resonance at d = 1.7 ppm can be assigned to the coor-
dinated water molecule in the ruthenium aqua complex 13
by analogy to similar complexes reported by Makihara
et al.[39] The resonance at d=�1.0 ppm is ascribed to the
Ru-OH.[9] The resonance at d = 10.0 was only detected

under carefully controlled conditions, and thus is attributed
to the acidic NH protons, which undergo fast exchange with
“free” water molecules.

Acidic conditions : When the Ru–TsDPEN-catalyzed ATH
is performed under acidic conditions, for example, use of
the azeotropic formic acid/triethylamine mixture as hydro-
gen donor, the reduction is sluggish.[5c,12d] We previously sug-
gested that this is a result of TsDPEN dissociation from RuII

caused by protonation.[5c] We have now probed the structure
of 3 in the presence of an acid, and to facilitate interpreta-
tion, we introduced a spectator ligand, bis(diphenylphosphi-
no)ethane (DPPE), the coordination chemistry of which in
related compounds is well-known.[40] It is noted that DPPE
does not inhibit the ATH by Ru–TsDPEN under neutral
conditions.[5c,12d]

Following addition of one equivalent DPPE to a CD2Cl2
solution of 3 at �30 8C, the 31P{1H} NMR spectrum was do-
minated by the resonance of free DPPE at dP �13.0 (Fig-
ure 6a), showing no reaction with 3. On subsequent addition
of about 2 equiv CF3SO3H in aliquots, two pairs of doublet
resonances, at dP 32.9 and �13.2 ppm with J(PP)=33 Hz,
and at dP 75.0 and 70.5 with J(PP)=30 Hz, and a broad res-
onance at dP 9.2 were observed (Figure 6b). The first pair of
resonances is attributed to complex 15 on the basis of the

Scheme 11. Reaction of 4 and water.

Figure 6. 31P{1H} NMR spectra of 3 + DPPE in a) CD2Cl2 and of the
same on addition of b) CF3SO3H at �30 8C.
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chemical shifts, which clearly indicate a dangling DPPE
ligand (Scheme 12). The second pair of doublets arises from
16, which has been recrystallized from a CD2Cl2 solution
and characterized by both NMR spectroscopy (Figures S6–
S8) and X-ray crystallography (Figure 7). The broad reso-
nance at dP = 9.2 is due to the protonated DPPE ligand,[41]

which results from the decomposition of 15 or 16 under the
acidic conditions. The formation of 15 and 16 is presumably
accompanied with release of hydrogen.[10d] As aforemen-
tioned, hydrogen was detected when 1 was treated with
HCOONa in water in the absence of acp.

The isolation of 16 confirms our earlier suggestion that
the coordinated TsDPEN can be protonated and the proto-
nation occurs at the amindo nitrogen.[5c] As is shown in
Figure 7, the Ru center in compound 16 has a distorted octa-
hedral environment constituted of the h6-cymene, chelated
DPPE, and the amino group of TsDPEN. The N(1)···O(1)
and N(1)···N(2) distances of 3.043 and 2.919 T, respectively,
indicate the presence of a moderate three-centered hydro-
gen bonding through H(1A). The slightly elongated Ru(1)–
N(1) distance (2.215 T) (cf. 2.117 T in 1 and 2.110 T in 3[3e])
can be ascribed to the electron donating and sterically de-

manding properties of the coordinated DPPE. The differ-
ence in the Ru�P bond lengths, Ru(1)�P(1)=2.318 T and
Ru(1)�P(2)=2.344 T, confirms that the inequivalence of
the two phosphorus atoms is retained in the solid state,
which results from the proximity of the chiral ligand. Thus,
selective protonation of the amido nitrogen of TsDPEN
under acidic conditions has unambiguously been demon-
strated for the first time. As aforesaid, this ring opening
leads to reduced catalyst activity and enantioselectivity, al-
though other possible explanations cannot be ruled out.

Bearing in mind that when the precatalyst is generated in
situ from [RuCl2 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)]2 and TsDPEN in water, the ini-
tial solution is acidic (pH �3), we also investigated the
effect of acid on 1 in a similar manner. After abstracting the
chloride from the ruthenium center with NaBArF4 [BArF4 =

B ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[3,5-C6H3ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(CF3)2)4], consecutive addition of DPPE and acid
to the resulting solution generated an intermediate similar
to 15 with a hemilabile DPPE, which is assigned on the simi-
larity in their 31P{1H} NMR spectra (Figure S9). However, a
DPPE-bridged ruthenium dimer 17 was recrystallized from
the reaction solution, which has been characterized by X-
ray crystallography (Figure 8). The protonation and subse-

quent loss of TsDPEN from the ruthenium center in the
presence of an acid is in line with the loss of both catalyst
activity and enantioselectivity when running the ATH under
acidic conditions. The ease of this reaction is alarming par-
ticularly for commercial applications.

It is noted that the coordination/dissociation of DPPE
and TsDPEN is pH-dependent and reversible. Thus, in the
presence of 1 equiv DPPE, the loss in the ATH reaction
rate at low solution pH can be gradually recovered by ad-
justing the solution pH back to neutral or slightly basic.[5c,12d]

Figure 7. Molecular structure of 16 in [16] ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[CF3SO3]2·CH2Cl2 in the solid
state. The anions and solvent molecules are omitted for clarity. Selected
distances [T] and bond angles [8]: Ru(1)�N(1) 2.215(4), Ru(1)�P(1)
2.3176(16), Ru(1)�P(2) 2.3443(16), N(1)�H(1A) 0.88(5), N(1)···O(1)
3.043(6), N(1)···N(2) 2.919(6), P(1)-Ru(1)-P(2) 82.85(6), N(1)-Ru(1)-P(1)
85.12(15), N(1)-Ru(1)-P(2) 88.05(13). N(1)-H(1A)···O(1) 128(5), N(1)-
H(1A)···N(2) 115(4).

Scheme 12. Protonation of 3 in the presence of DPPE.

Figure 8. X-ray structure of 17 in [17] ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[BArF4]2 (ArF =3,5-C6H3 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(CF3)2).
The hydrogen atoms and anions are omitted for clarity. Selected distan-
ces [T] and bond angles [8]: Ru(1)�P(1) 2.3751(8), Ru(1)�P(2) 2.3706(7),
Ru(1)�Cl(1) 2.4052(8), P(1)-Ru(1)-P(2) 98.65(3), P(1)-Ru(1)-Cl(1)
88.57(3), P(2)-Ru(1)-Cl(1) 85.60(2).
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In contrast, having a higher affinity for RuII, bipy irreversi-
bly displaces TsDPEN from the ruthenium center under
acidic conditions, poisoning the catalysis “permanen-
tly”.[5c,12d] Consistent with this observation, addition of bipy
to a CH2Cl2 solution of 1, acidified with slightly excess
HPF6, afforded the mononuclear ruthenium compound
[RuCl ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(bipy) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)]ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[PF6] as the only product isolated,
which has been characterized by X-ray crystallography (see
section 14, Supporting Information).

Discussion

Kinetics and mechanism : The results presented above sug-
gest that ATH of acp in an aqueous solution follows a mech-
anistic pathway similar to ATH in organic solvents but with
significant difference. In both cases, the reduction proceeds
via the formato intermediate 2, hydride 3 and the coordina-
tively unsaturated 4 (Scheme 4). However, in contrast with
ATH in isopropanol where the rates are limited by the step
of hydride formation,[3e] the aqueous ATH with formate fea-
tures a fast step of hydride formation, with the ATH rate
being controlled by hydrogen transfer from 3 to the carbon-
yl substrate. This is made manifest by the overall second-
order kinetics over the concentration of catalyst and sub-
strate in the ATH of acp in DMF/H2O. The rate law sug-
gests that the ATH is rate-limited by the hydrogen transfer
step, with a transition state involving the catalyst and acp.
The insignificant effect of the concentration of formate
under the reaction conditions shows that the formation of
the hydride 3 is unlikely to be rate-determining. This is fur-
ther supported by the coexistence of the resonances of
HCOO�, Ru-H (3), and acp in the 1H NMR study of a work-
ing catalytic solution.

The apparent activation parameters of the overall ATH of
acp in DMF/H2O are DH� =12.8 kcalmol�1 and DS� =

�25.0 calK�1mol�1, which are indicative of an organized
transition state. However, the kinetics cannot be used to
judge if the transition state is concerted, that is, TS-A in
Scheme 6. Insight into this issue is gained through the KIE
measurements and more importantly, DFT calculations; the
latter show that, unlike the hydrogen transfer in organic
media, the analogous process in water is step-wise.

Acceleration of ATH by water : Many examples of water-ac-
celerated organic reactions have been reported,[6a,b,20d–f,42]

and the excellent performance of Ru–TsDPEN in aqueous
ATH are now well documented.[1n,5,7,8] However, the role of
water in the ATH reactions has not been clearly defined.[1n]

When the ATH of acp is performed in neat water, the reac-
tion is biphasic and is diffusion limited. Surprisingly, this bi-
phasic feature does not prevent an efficient ATH reaction
(Figure S2). The accelerating effect of water on the reaction
rate is readily seen in the stoichiometric reaction of the
ruthenium hydride 3 and acp: the reduction rate was in-
creased six-fold by just adding about 0.2% water. This
cannot be attributed to a solvent effect and is a clear indica-

tion that water molecules participate in the transition state
of the rate-limiting hydrogen transfer step.

The participation of water in the transition state is borne
out by the DFT calculations, which show that water acts as
a hydrogen bond donor, interacting with the ketone oxygen
lone pair during hydrogen transfer (TS-B, Scheme 8 and 10).
Significantly, this interaction lowers the reaction barrier of
hydrogen transfer to acp by about 4 kcalmol�1 with respect
to the gas-phase transition state TS-A. Previous studies have
disclosed hydrogen bonding as a key factor responsible for
the rate acceleration of organic reactions in aqueous solu-
tion,[43] and in the case of Diels–Alder reactions, a similar
lowering in the energy barrier by water has been calculated/
measured recently.[6b,20f, 41a,d,e,43]

Furthermore, water may also participate in the decarboxy-
lation step. The activation barrier for the decarboxylation of
2 to give 3 could be reduced when the reaction is carried
out in water. Water is known to accelerate CO2 hydrogena-
tion to form formic acid with ruthenium catalysts; this has
been extensively studied both experimentally and theoreti-
cally.[44] Following the principle of microscopic reversibility,
water should also promote its reverse reaction, decarboxyla-
tion of metal formate. Still further, water may facilitate the
formation of 1, presumably by hydrogen bonding with the
chloride.[40] This is substantiated by the easy, quantitative
synthesis of 1 from [RuCl2(h

6-cymene)]2 and TsDPEN in
neat water.

Stabilization of active catalyst with water : The lifetime of
the ruthenium catalyst in ATH reactions is remarkably elon-
gated by water. This is clearly demonstrated by the experi-
ments shown in Figure S10 (Supporting Information). In the
presence of water, the Ru–TsDPEN catalyst was stable for
up to a few months, as indicated by the little color change,
and by the catalyst activity in an ATH reaction, in which
only a slightly decreased rate was observed after the catalyst
had been left in water for two months and then re-tested. In
contrast, the catalyst life time was significantly shortened
when water was removed from the solution, and in diethyl
ether, the catalyst was very unstable, being totally decom-
posed in half an hour. In a previous study of a PEG-sup-
ported Ru–TsDPEN catalyst, we showed that the catalyst
could be reused 14 times without affecting the ee values
when the ATH was run in water; in its absence the recycle
could not be repeated more than two times.[5b] Clearly,
water stabilizes some key catalytic species. Whilst the details
remain to be delineated, the reaction of water with 4 is illu-
minating. This has been studied by variable temperature
1H NMR measurements, which suggests that water reacts
with the reactive Ru–NH center, turning it into Ru-OH and
-NH2 (Scheme 11). The hydroxyl group undergoes exchange
with bulk water even at low temperature, as demonstrated
by 1H NMR with alternative addition of H2O/D2O; but it
does not appear to block the reaction with formate to gener-
ate 2 under neutral conditions. Thus, water may stabilize the
16-electron 4 by converting it into the hydroxyl species 14,
particularly when the concentration of substrate is low.[9]
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However, the stability of the hydride 3 in the presence of
water is less clear. Rauchfuss and co-workers have recently
shown that the iridium analogue of 3 readily reacts with O2,
forming an analogue of 4.[25] We also note that Ru–TsDPEN
is less stable than the analogous iridium catalyst in aqueous-
phase ATH in open air.[5i] Indeed, very recent work from
Ikariya and co-workers suggests that 3 may also react with
O2.

[45]

Under more basic conditions, the hydroxide would com-
pete with formate for coordination to RuII. This partly ex-
plains why ATH becomes slower at high pH; high pH will
also slow down the reaction at a constant [CO2] according
to the rate law in Scheme 5.[5i,32] Indeed, similar iridium hy-
droxyl complexes have been shown to be inactive for ATH
under basic conditions.[10a,c,39,46] Recently, trans-
[RuH(OH)((R)-BINAP) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG((R,R)-DPEN)] was isolated in the
presence of KOtBu and trace water, showing no reaction
with hydrogen.[47]

Conclusion

This study represents the first, systematic investigation of
the reaction mechanism of ATH reactions in water. By
using stoichiometric reactions, NMR probing, kinetic and
isotope effect measurements, DFT modeling, and X-ray
structure analysis, we are able to establish:

1) Ruthenium–hydride 3 and the 16-electron species 4,
which are involved in the catalytic cycle of ATH in or-
ganic media, are active catalysts in ATH in water. The
chloride 1 is a precatalyst, which is instantly converted
into 3 upon the introduction of formate; the formato
complex 2 could not be detected in either stoichiometric
or catalytic reactions. Under these conditions, however, 3
is visible in the NMR spectra. On the other hand, the de-
carboxylation of 2 to give 3 is reversible. The kinetic pro-
files of ATH of acp with 1, 3 and 4 show no significant
difference; thus the complexes 2–4 of Scheme 4 are all
involved in the aqueous-phase ATH.

2) Water accelerates the ATH reaction, and the ruthenium
catalyst is much more stable in the presence of water. In
stoichiometric reduction of acp by the hydride 3, the rate
in wet CD2Cl2 is six times that in dry CD2Cl2. In catalytic
ATH of acp in DMF, the addition of water can easily ac-
celerate the reaction by more than 50-fold.

3) Both 1 and 3 are protonated at the amido nitrogen of
their TsDPEN ligand under acidic conditions, leading to
ring-opening of the chelating ligand. In the case of 3,
protonation may also occur at the hydride. Under neutral
conditions, water coordinates to 4, presumably forming
the aqua species 13 and hydroxyl species 14.

4) The rate of ATH of acp is first order in both the catalyst
and ketone substrate, and is inhibited by CO2. Under
normal ATH conditions in aqueous formate, however,
the concentration of free CO2 is low. Both the kinetic
and NMR measurements agree with the hydrogen trans-

fer from ruthenium to ketone being the rate-limiting
step, and this is associated with a large negative activa-
tion entropy of �25.0 calK�1mol�1. These studies point
to a transition state resembling that proposed by Noyori
and Ikariya for non-aqueous media, namely, TS-A in
Scheme 6.

5) DFT calculations show that water participates in the
transition state of hydrogen transfer, giving rise to TS-B,
which is stabilized by water by about 4 kcalmol�1

through hydrogen bonding, with water acting as hydro-
gen bond donor. The calculations also reveal that the hy-
drogen transfer step is more step-wise rather than con-
certed.

6) Significant kinetic isotope effects are measured for
kRuHNH/kRuHND, kRuHNH/kRuDNH, and kRuHNH/kRuDND, which is
in line with ATH being controlled by the hydrogen trans-
fer. However, the product of the first two values deviates
significantly from the last one, possibly due to H–D
scrambling and the step-wise nature of the hydrogen
transfer step.

On the basis of the results presented and Scheme 4, we pro-
posed a revised mechanism for the ATH reactions in water.
As is illustrated in Scheme 13, the aqueous-phase reduction
may proceed along three different directions depending on
the solution pH. The cycle under neutral conditions is most
efficient, affording fast rates and high enantioselectivity via
a water-assisted transition state. Under acidic conditions,
protonation occurs at both the hydride and the TsDPEN
ligand, leading to lower catalytic activity and lower ee
values. However, higher pH drives the catalyst into the hy-
droxyl form, thus decreasing the concentration of active cat-
alyst and so the reduction rates, albeit without affecting the
ee values.

The role of water is worth further highlighting. It appears
to be involved in the whole catalytic cycle. Firstly, it acts as
a base to assist the dehydrochlorination of catalyst precursor
to generate the precatalyst 1. Secondly, it presumably facili-
tates the decarboxylation of the formato intermediate 2 to
form the hydride 3. Thirdly, water interacts with the 16-elec-
tron complex 4, stabilizing it as an aqua/hydroxyl species.
And finally, it participates in the transition state of hydrogen
transfer by hydrogen bonding to the ketone oxygen atom.
Not only does this hydrogen bonding lower the transition
barrier, it also changes the mode of hydrogen transfer from
being concerted to step-wise.

Experimental Section

General : All manipulations were conducted under nitrogen or argon at-
mosphere using standard Schlenk techniques. All solvents except water
were purchased from Aldrich and freshly distilled under inert atmos-
phere before use. Deuterated solvents were degassed by freezing, evacu-
ating, and thawing (3R), and were then dried over 4 T sieves and stored
under nitrogen. 1H, 13C{1H}, 31P{1H} and 2H NMR spectra were obtained
using a Bruker Avance 400 MHz spectrometer. Chemical shifts are re-
ported in parts per million (d) relative to residual protic solvent, and cou-
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pling constants are reported in Hertz (Hz). Unless otherwise noted, sam-
ples for NMR analysis were prepared in CD2Cl2. Sodium tetrakis ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[3,5-
bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl] borate was purchased from Aldrich. [RuCl-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(TsDPEN) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)] (1), [RuH ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(TsDPEN) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)] (3), and [Ru-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(TsDPEN-H) ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)] (4) were synthesized according to literature
procedures.[3e] Described below are selected experiments that are dis-
cussed in detail in the text; further experimental details are found in the
Supporting Information.

Synthesis of 1 in water : [RuCl2ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)]2 (31 mg, 0.5 mmol) and
TsDPEN (44 mg, 1.2 mmol) were placed in a Schlenk tube equipped with
a magnetic stirrer bar under nitrogen. Water (10 mL, distilled, degassed)
was added to the flask and the suspension was heated to 40 8C. A pale
yellow orange precipitate was formed after stirring at 40 8C for 1 h, which
was then extracted with CH2Cl2 (2R3mL), washed with water (2R3mL)
and dried under vacuum. The compound, obtained in almost quantitative
yield, was identified as 1 by its identical X-ray crystal structure and
NMR spectra to the same compound synthesized as described in the liter-
ature.[3e]

Reaction of 3 in the presence of DPPE : Ruthenium hydride 3 (69 mg,
0.12 mmol) and 1 equiv DPPE (46 mg) was placed in a Schlenk tube
equipped with a teflon-coated magnetic stirrer bar; CD2Cl2 (1 mL) was
added. To the above solution, CF3SO3H (ca. 2 equiv) was then added suc-
cessively in small portions and the reaction was monitored by 31P{1H}
NMR at �30 8C. 15 and 16 were detected as the major products. Pale
yellow crystals of [Ru(h1-TsDPEN)(h6-cymene)ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(h2-DPPE)] ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[CF3SO3]2 (16-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[CF3SO3]2) were obtained from a dichloromethane solution at �30 8C.

Stoichiometric ATH of acp : The ruthenium hydride 3 (5 mg, 8 mmmol)
was dissolved in CD2Cl2 (0.5 mL) containing ferrocene (1 mg) as internal
standard. After cooling to �80 8C, 1 equiv acp was syringed into in the
NMR tube and the tube was carefully shaken. The sample was then put
into the spectrometer and quickly locked and shimmed. The reaction was
then followed by 1H NMR at 20 8C by integrating the peaks of ferrocene,
acp, and 1-phenylethanol. The same reaction was carried out in CD2Cl2
doped with 0.2% H2O.

ATH of acp : The ATH reaction was normally carried out under the opti-
mized reaction, i.e., in a mixture of DMF/H2O 1:1 (distilled, degassed) at
40 8C with a stirring speed of 1200 rpm, with the precatalyst generated in

situ. After incubating a mixture of 0.005 mmol [RuCl2 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(p-cymene)]2 and
1.2 equiv TsDPEN in DMF/H2O (2 mL) at 40 8C for 1 hour, the reaction
was initiated by adding HCOONa and then acp. The reaction solution
was sampled at desired time and analyzed by a Varian CP-3380 GC
equipped with a Chrompack Chirasil-Dex CB column (25 mR0.25 mm).
Kinetic isotope effects were examined in a similar manner except that
deuterated reagent/solvent was used. When necessary, the product was
isolated by flash chromatography (silica gel, hexane/ethyl acetate 8:1).

Computational details : Geometries of the transition states, intermediates
and separated reactants were optimized using the DMol3 code from Ac-
celerys (Material Studio 3.2),[48] using the BLYP density functional.[49] In
DMol3 the electronic wave function is expanded in a localized atom-cen-
tered basis set with each basis function defined numerically on a dense
radial grid. The inner core electrons for Ru were represented by the
DFT semi-local pseudo-potential specifically developed for DMol3 calcu-
lations, while sixteen electrons were treated explicitly for Ru (those cor-
responding to the atomic levels 4s, 4p, 4d, 5s). We used the double-nu-
meric-polarized (DNP) basis sets, which are variationally comparable to
the 6-31G ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(d,p) basis sets. However, the numerical functions are far more
complete than the traditional Gaussian functions. Each basis function
was restricted to within a cutoff radius of Rcut =4.7 T. This basis set is re-
ferred to as BS-I. The electron density was approximated using a multi-
polar expansion up to octupole. We have chosen the BLYP/BS-I level of
theory to obtain the geometries of the transition states, intermediates
and separated reactants on the basis of a previous computational study of
Ru ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(diamine)-catalysed ketone hydrogenation.[50]

The Gamess UK program[51] was employed to obtain more accurate ener-
getics from single-point energy calculations using the BB1K functional,[52]

which was specifically developed for accurate calculation of kinetics. For
ruthenium, we considered the LANL2 effective core potential to describe
the inner core electrons together with the [1f,3d,4p,s] valence basis (ob-
tained by uncontracting the outer basis function primitives of the
LANL2DZ basis set to triple-zeta using the “even-tempered” method to
obtain the exponents, and augmented with one f-polarization function,
z=1.235[53]). The 6-311++G ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(2df,2pd) was used for H, C, N, O. This
basis set is referred to as BS-II.

Scheme 13. Proposed mechanism for ATH in water at different pH (In the acidic cycle, X may be the formate anion; if X is water, each species should
be +1 charged; water may also participate in the TS).
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The minimum and saddle point character of all optimized structures were
verified by evaluation of the harmonic vibrational frequencies.

X-ray structure determination : A suitable crystal of [16]-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[CF3SO3]2·CH2Cl2 was chosen and mounted on a glass fiber. X-ray crys-
tallographic data were collected on a Bruker D8 Diffractometer at 100 K
(�173 8C) using MoKa graphite monochromated radiation (l=

0.71073 T). The structure was solved by direct methods using the pro-
gram SHELXS-97 and refined by full matrix least squares on F 2 with
SHELXL-97. The structures of 17 and [RuCl ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(bipy)(h6-cymene)]ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[PF6]
were determined in a similar manner. See the Supporting Information for
details.

CCDC 677270 (16), 677272 (17), and 677271 ([RuCl ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(bipy)(h6-cymene)]-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[PF6]) contain the supplementary crystallographic data for this paper.
These data can be obtained free of charge from the Cambridge Crystallo-
graphic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.
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